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In 1879, at the precocious age of thirteen, the eldest son of Moritz Warburg, he of the banking 

Warburgs of Hamburg, exchanged his birthright for his younger brother’s promise that he, Max, 

would buy him, Aby, all the books he wanted, for as long as he lived. This would turn out to be 

quite some mess of pottage; but the bargain held, nonetheless. The dauntless Max was faithful to his 

word, so that by the time of Aby’s death, what began as his private library amounted to 60,000 

volumes and a research institute affiliated to the University of Hamburg, built by the architect 

Gerhard Langmaack in 1925. The new building completed the transformation of Aby’s private 

library into the Kulturwissenschaftliche Bibliothek Warburg1 or KBW, as envisioned and undertaken 

by Aby’s loyal assistant, later himself the Library’s Director, Fritz Saxl. And with that, what had 

been Warburg’s became Warburgian.

For himself, Fritz Saxl is said2  to have seen the commission of the new building in 'the current 

version of Lower Saxon brick'3 as a missed opportunity.  Why settle for domestic vernacular, when 

with the Warburg fortune behind you, you could have had a Gropius, a Corbusier? With hindsight 

however, the avoidance of an ostentatious display of so-called “degenerate” architecture, bankrolled 

by Jewish capital may have shown a prescient wisdom. Being so ubiquitously of its own place and 

time, it may be ventured that the façade of the library may have come to serve a certain protective 

function, thus allowing the KBW to go about its business, if not let alone entirely, then at least 

relatively unmolested, for as long as it did. And, while this traditional use of brick may appear 

parochial, even völkisch to the unlearned, it  is in fact a Hansa style; and thus symbolic rather of the 

1 All above names and dates are taken from the invaluable Chronology in Philippe Alain-Michaud’s Aby Warburg and the Image in Motion Zone 
Books 2007 p.231-2).  

2By Gertrud Bing, Librarian at the KBW, then Assistant to Aby Warburg (1924-29) and later, herself Assistant Director (1944-54) and then Director 
(54-59) of the Warburg Institute in London, she was also Saxl’s life partner, sharing a home with him in Dulwich, London until his death in 1948

3 In FRITZ SAXL… p.12



cosmopolitan history and status of Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg4 as an international hub of trade 

and commerce. What more appropriate housing could there be, then, for the library and life’s work 

of Aby Warburg, that “Good European”, who said of himself that he was:

Amburghese di cuore, ebreo di sangue, d'anima Fiorentino5

Hamburgese at heart, Jewish by blood, Florentine in spirit
           

On the 26th of October 1929,6 when asked by one of his doctors how he was feeling, Aby Warburg 

quipped back—no doubt with his previous confinement to the Kreuzlingen Sanatorium for 

supposedly incurable schizophrenia in mind—that he was quite alright, but only from the neck 

downwards. Later that  day he suffered a fatal heart  seizure. The superstitious may conclude from 

this that Fate does indeed have a sense of humour. Speaking of which, a playful photograph exists 

of Aby posing amongst his brothers, palms outstretched, cutting the eternal figure of the supplicant 

artist amongst his wealthy patrons. His death occurred in the eye of the financial storm between the 

Wall Street Crash of Black Thursday, (October 24th) and Black Monday and Black Tuesday, days 

Blackened by the onset of the global downturn which is understood to have finally  brought down 

the ailing Weimar Republic and opened the way for the Nazi Third Reich. Max Warburg continued 

to honour his financial commitment to the KBW in Aby’s memory as best he could, appealing to 

the wider family for resources, but  in the Great Depression even the mighty  American Warburgs 

began to feel a pinch in their pocket book, so that one day in 1931, the KBW’s budget was halved 

overnight. Financial trouble wasn’t the half of it, as ‘towards the end of 1932 the first signs of the 

Nazi revolution made themselves felt’. The Reichstag elections of January  1933, which gave the 

NASDP a majority and saw Hitler sworn in as Chancellor, were the last straw for Fritz Saxl, who,7 

4Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg.

5 Gertrude Bing, Rivistia storica italiana Issue 71, 1960.

6 79 years ago today, at the time of writing

7 Upon Warburg’s return from Kreuzlingen, Fritz Saxl had stepped aside as Director (returning to keep a hand on the tiller while Aby spent an 
extended period in Italy) to study astrological manuscripts in London, Oxford and Cambridge, whilst continuing to oversee the KBW’s publications.



for one, ‘was not fooled their by camouflage’8. He immediately  resigned his position as Professor 

Extraordinarius at  Hamburg University and sought to find both a home in exile for the entire 

Institute and some other source of finance. A move to the US was favoured by  some of the 

American Warburgs, but never materialised. Then there was the offer of a vacant palazzo from Italy, 

which as Bing writes, would have been ‘the Institute’s natural home’ except that it was of course 

politically  impossible; and the Netherlands offered fine premises but no money. And then there was 

London, where something called the Academic Assistance Council had recently formed in order to 

aid scholars displaced by the Nazis.  Samuel Courtauld of the Courtauld Institute was soon 

persuaded to offer accommodation and support, and a letter was composed in the name of a group 

of English friends of art and scholarship’9 to invite the KBW to London, lock stock and barrel. To 

my knowledge the offer of a research fellowship to an entire institute is really  quite unheard of, but 

was nonetheless approved by  the Hamburg authorities where an application for permanent removal 

might have been refused. All in the nick of time, too, as shortly  afterwards all local authority  for 

decisions regarding emigration was re-assigned to Dr. Goebbels ‘central party offices in Berlin’10. 

Just a few weeks later and it  all could have been a very different story, but even Hamburg was not 

such a pushover, for the conflicting reasons recounted by Aby’s nephew, Eric M. Warburg: 

The best elements in the government of the Free City, bound by tradition and friendship 
to the founder and his family, were against the move. Others argued that the books, 
properly  distributed, could be used advantageously  in various Nazi 'cultural centres'. Still 
others contended that as it would not be possible to integrate the Staff in a Nazi 
community  because of philosophic, racial or religious reasons, one should 'allow them to 
take their books with them.11 

8 Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.18

9 Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.19 

10 Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.19

11 Eric M. Warburg, The Transfer of the Warburg Institute to England in 1933, in The Warburg Institute Annual Report 1952-1953 http://
warburg.sas.ac.uk/mnemosyne/history.htm



He continues ‘The proponents of the latter view carried the day-but with reservation’, on condition 

that the Institute made ‘a concession to the state’ in the form of the presentation of 2,000 books 

relating to WWI’. This condition was complied to with great rapidity and thus the Institute was free 

to go, given not a ‘green light’, but rather, says Eric ‘a white one’; i.e., the Hamburg Nazis would 

simply  ignore their going on the condition that there would be no account of the move in the 

German press. 

In no time at all, then, the contents of the entire KBW, books, slides, photographs and equipment 

were packed up 12 and loaded onto twin barges, the Jessica and the Hermia, which ploughed the old 

Hanseatic trade routes to London from Hamburg out of the Elbe and into the Thames mouth, just as 

countless cargo ships had done before them.  These two ‘little steamers’13  both “daughters” of 

Shakespeare, could hardly have been better named for the timely  exodus of the Library, legacy, and 

torchbearers of a self-disinherited, Jewish-Classicist banking-heir scholar to England. The name 

Jessica first recorded appearance in exactly  this form is as the name of the daughter of Shylock, the 

moneylending Jew in The Merchant of Venice (yet another great trading city), which “problem”14 

play  was put to extensive anti-Semitic propagandist use by the Nazis, performed no less than 83 

times in Germany in 193315, and became so strongly associated with the Holocaust that its 

performance in Germany became ‘virtually taboo’ until the 1960s when it ‘then fell to European-

12 Eric Warburg recalls how Aby’s widow Mary served tea ‘on trestles and planks to the staunchly anti-Nazi packers who had completed the move in 
record time’. Eric M. Warburg, ibid. 

13 Eric M. Warburg, ibid.

14 Called such as over time actors and directors have found it hard to decipher if Shylock is to be played sympathetically, as a victim of circumstance, 
or as a villain, and more recently for the offence given by the anti-Semitism apparent in Shakespeare’s own depiction of Shylock

15 Also broadcast on national radio shortly after Kristallnacht, it was deemed such a useful tool of propaganda that from 1938 onward, rather than 
discard the play due to its fictional breaches of Third Reich law, revisionist versions of the play were performed, rewritten to exclude sympathetic 
references to Jewish characters, and chiefly in order to get around the suggestion of so-called “miscegenation”, namely the possibility for the 
consummation of the marriage between Jessica and the gentile Lorenzo. The actor Werner Krauss (an old Shakespearian hand, who, in 1921 had also 
played Shylock for famous Jewish-German director Max Reinhardt was eventually had up before a de-Nazification committee for his portrayal of 
Shylock in the 1943 production at the Burgtheater Vienna, in Elizabethan make-up of red wig (red like Judas’), in filthy robes and false nose, 
shuffling, clawing the air, spitting, and, in the words of one audience member, presenting an altogether ‘pathological picture of the Eastern European 
Jew in all his internal and external dirtiness’(Shylock der Ostude, Deutsche Allgemaine Zeitung, 19, May 1943). After Germany’s defeat,  it is said 
that ‘the indelible mark of the Holocaust’ rendered it virtually taboo to perform the play there, unless, if it were done at all, it was done ‘with a 
reverential attitude towards Shylock’. (Arthur Horowitz, Shylock after Auschwitz, Journal of Cultural and Religious Theory 8.3, Fall 2007, which at 
the time of writing may be found online at www.jcrt.org/archives/08.3/Horowitz.pdf)



Jewish, and Israeli directors to reappropriate the play...into a host of new forms and contexts’.16 

What’s more, the name Jessica derives from the Hebrew Yiskah, meaning “clairvoyant, foresight”. 

Here, then, in the saga of the Warburg exodus, it symbolises at once all they  were leaving behind 

them, the prescience with which they left when they did, and, with hindsight, all that was to survive 

and perdure. The other ship’s name, Hermia, is that of a female runaway in A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream; whose fate is largely decided, far beyond the stern reach of paternal Athenian law, by 

various interventions from faerie. Perhaps most significantly in this context, however (recalling also 

that ships are always traditionally considered as female, at least in English) the name Hermia 

evokes the Greek god Hermes, god of commerce and communication, divine messenger and bringer 

of dreams. God of boundaries and all of those who cross them, Hermes, the God who guides the 

dead to the underworld and may be prevailed upon to ensure the safety of earthly  travellers, also 

lends his name to the art of hermeneutics, that is, the revelation of hidden meanings.    

Thus it was, then, that all the contents of the old KBW were transplanted whole from Hamburg, 

historically ‘one of the most  active centres of Europe’s mercantile civilisation,’ to London, which in 

the 1930s was then still the busiest port of trade on the planet.17 Deposited at  Thames House,18 “The 

Warburg”, as it quickly  came to be known by the English,19 reopened in May 1934, and more or less 

got straight on with business as usual, holding increasingly  well-attended series of lectures and 

exhibitions. The Library also benefited greatly from ‘the unexpected riches of London’s second-

hand book trade’, still awash with rare treasures since the turn of the 20th century, since when, 

16 (p.15, Horowitz, ibid.) With Shylock variously recast as ‘a concentration camp prisoner, a banker, a Victorian gentleman, a black man, an 
undercover Israeli soldier’, or, in Peter Sade’s 1972 production, an out and out caricature of the anti-Semite’s archetypal Jewish villain, so basically a 
post-modern Kraussian rendition.  Writing in 2007, Horowitz continues that to this ‘the Holocaust has rendered “traditional” Merchant of Venice 
productions so problematic as to make them virtually extinct everywhere but in the United Kingdom’. (p.8 Horowitz, ibid) 

17 …Until the outbreak of war in 1939. 

18 Opposite the MI6 building, and home to MI5 since 1994, Thames House is just a handful of bridges West along the north bank from the old Hansa 
Kontor, or counting house known as the Steelyard, whose site is now occupied by Cannon Street Station, not so very far across the river from the site 
of Shakespeare’s Globe.

19 Who, it seems to me, have an at times regrettable fondness for employing nicknames and diminutives, especially when it comes to domesticating 
the foreign



according to Maggs Bros,20 the gradual decline in prosperity  of the European aristocracy had led to 

the dissolution of many  great private libraries. The Warburg’s academic status grew so rapidly in 

England that when, in 1936, toward the end of its three-year sojourn, Lord Lee launched an appeal 

‘for the retention and maintenance of the Warburg Institute and Library in London’21 it was signed 

by the Vice-Chancellors of the Oxford, Cambridge, and London Universities, the Director of the 

British Museum, the President of the Royal Society, and the Secretary of the British Academy. 

Samuel Courtauld decided to fund the Warburg for another seven years22, and the Institute was 

offered accommodation by  the University  of London in the Imperial Institute Buildings, South 

Kensington. This accommodation seems to have been less than ideal, and Bing writes that for one 

reason or another, including the Munich Crisis (followed by Appeasement) of 1938 when the entire 

building was evacuated, it was not possible to unpack the entire contents of the Library  at any one 

time for nearly two years.  When war did break out in 1939 the contents of the Library was 

evacuated again, with half going to the Watts Gallery  Guildford and half ‘to the National Library  of 

Wales at Aberystwyth’. They  continued with the Institute’s work as best they could ‘in the empty 

rooms at  South Kensington’, until a bomb killed Hans Meier, Librarian and one of the ‘oldest, most 

learned and most devoted’23  members of the Library, also destroying the only duplicate of the 

Library catalogue. At this they decamped to an empty house in Denham, Bucks, taking with them 

with ‘the valuable libraries of two or three friends’, which they organised on Warburgian lines. 

Exiles in exile, they coaxed vegetables enough for twenty from the garden and serially 

accommodated a stream of friends and acquaintances in need of rest and recuperation away from 

the Blitz. Not wishing to feel they had ‘run away’24  entirely, staff continued to travel back to 

20 Occupying an infamously haunted house on Berkeley Square (documented ghosts include “the fevvered fing”, “the legs what appear down the 
chimney” and “the nameless ‘orror”), Maggs Bros. are ‘antiquarian booksellers by appointment to H.M. King George V, H.R.H. The Prince of Wales 
(later King Edward VIII), H.M. King Alfonso XIII of Spain, H.M. King Manuel II of Portugal, currently favoured with the Royal Warrant to H.M. 
Queen Elizabeth II’ (ibid). See An Introduction to the History of Maggs Bros at http://www.maggs.com/about/history.asp

21 In Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.21

22 Also ‘in the hope that the continued connection with the Courtauld institute, whose Director had just resigned, might strengthen the position of 
both’. Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.21

23 Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.23

24 Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.23



London, producing the Institute’s journal and finishing a number of other publications against 

remarkable odds. The Warburg also undertook the photographic documentation of buildings of 

national importance in order to guide restoration in case of bombing, and Saxl organised a series of 

themed, didactic exhibitions in London consisting of photographs of artworks25  in the absence of 

evacuated originals26.

With the end of Courtauld’s seven-year stipend hoving into view, Saxl nonetheless refused an 

invitation for the Warburg to move to Washington with a permanent endowment from the National 

Gallery and the Library of Congress, on grounds that the Institute was already ‘too deeply indebted 

to England’27. Indebted, perhaps, and deeply  invested by then. It must  have been a great relief 

therefore when in 1943 the ‘University of London decided to incorporate the Institute’28  on a 

permanent basis, and even greater still when the present building was commissioned. The Warburg 

Institute Annual Report 1957-58 especially  commends the purpose built ‘accommodation for the 

Bindery  and Photographic Studio’ and for the fact  that ‘the rooms on two sides of the building, light 

and spacious in themselves, look out on to the lawns and trees of old Bloomsbury  squares’, which, 

says the author, is ‘a source of pleasure for everyone’, noting also the new building’s convenient 

proximity to Senate House, the British Museum, and UCL. 

To my mind there exists an esoteric symmetry between the Warburg Library  in Hamburg and the 

present purpose-built Warburg Institute in London which coincides in the element of architectural 

camouflage, since with its plain, austerity-gravy-brown brick, its discreetly engraved, grey-on-grey 

25 Though not touched upon here, as neither is Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas, the photographic library is an essential aspect of (the) Warburg’s 
collection, and a unique and remarkable resource

26 This was not Saxl’s first war, or his first peaceful war-work; in the Austrian Army during WWI he had sandbagged churches against their 
destruction, and once released from service had found a job in ‘Army Education’, a government department intended for the reintegration of 
demobbed veterans, for which he produced an exhibition called No More Wars ‘in which modern War Office material was interspersed with 
reproductions of Goya’s Desastros de la Guerra’. There is also a touchingly absurd account of WWI Officer Saxl having built a well-appointed 
observation post in a sizeable larch, only to wake one morning to find that all the needles had dropped off, leaving his secret treehouse quite exposed. 
Larches, it turns out, are amongst the deciduous conifers. In Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.6

27 Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.27

28 Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.28



stone signage29 the London Institute is also more or less hidden in plain sight. All the more so, since 

unlike those of the other University  buildings which lie along the same trajectory, the front door of 

the Warburg faces onto the quiet leafy cul-de-sac of Woburn Square instead of toward Malet Street, 

Gower Street, and beyond that the Tottenham Court Road and the West End with all its bustle, to 

which, instead, its back is squarely turned30. You could easily, as indeed I have done, pass by  for 

many years without really seeing it, unless and until, that is, you come to know of its existence by 

some other means and actually set out to find its location, whereupon you realise that you have 

known and yet not known, for all this time. 

Even when you do finally  see the Institute for what it is, it’s still easy to miss the fact  that it shares 

an architect with the monumental Senate House, since from the exterior alone it  appears that 

Charles Holden must have drawn up the plans in some penitential or at least impoverished post-war 

state of incognito. At first  acquaintance his hand is only discernible in such details as the drain 

covers, e.g., which, as a certain librarian pointed out—when I looked surprised at the fact it  was 

Holden’s—are identical to those of Senate House, or the floor signage, e.g., "FIRST", rendered in 

an elegant bone-white plastic Latin font, mounted on wood. The more time that you spend in the 

Library’s interior, however, Holden’s signature becomes steadily more visible, as if it were written 

in lemon-juice and held up to the lamp of your attention as you grow accustomed to looking 

through circumstantial, period detail - the woodenness of pillars which seem like they ought to be 

stone, e.g., to the form.

Perhaps the most exoteric—although interior—similarity between the purpose-built Warburg 

Libraries in Hamburg and London lies precisely  in their purposive inner construction, in that both 

29 Whereas in Hamburg, the initials “K B W” stand out in quiet relief, brick-on-brick. Aside from the common use of brick, another material 
similarity between the two buildings is that the front door of each is flanked by lamps. Also, the windows of each are quite similarly proportioned, 
diminishing in height on the top two floors 

30 As the road for traffic ends, Woburn Square gives way to a pedestrianized area belonging variously to colleges of the University of London, and 
which offers a short cut between them and toward the British Museum. The conspicuous orientation of the Institute thus effects a turning towards ‘the 
space of knowledge’ and away from the worldly, entirely in keeping with what Philippe-Alain Michaud has to say about the important symbolic 
relationship Aby Warburg perceived as existing between one’s actual location in the world and the spaces of contemplation (Andachtsraum), and 
thought (Denkraum) Philippe-Alain Michaud, Aby Warburg p.231-2).  



were expressly  designed to accommodate the Library according to Warburg's own shelving 

principles, as formalized, or, rather, as divined and distilled by Fritz Saxl, from his observations of 

Warburg’s own ceaseless reconfiguration of the contents of the Library, according to the subtlest of 

shifts in his understanding of their multiple interrelations, as continuously revealed to him in his 

endless task of mapping the ‘the survival of antiquity in East and West from early Christian times’31. 

Bing seems to come close to the truth of it when she writes of the Library, which Fritz Saxl always 

considered ‘as the most complete formulation of Warburg’s ideas’, that ‘Warburg had chosen and 

arranged books like stones from a mosaic of which he had the pattern in his mind’32; what she fails 

to add is that this was an unfinishable mosaic, for like any  living, growing, thing, it was always in 

flux.  For Aby, writes Saxl, the library was more ‘a collection of questions…than a repository  of 

books’33. From each successive configuration new generations of questions emerged, to which Aby 

responded in kind, with still further configurations, integrating a constant flow of new additions 

into the ‘uninterrupted procession of books’, which seemed at first, to Ernst Cassirer, to be 

‘surrounded by a kind of magical air, which lay  over them like a magic spell’34, while, at  the 

accelerating, ever-expanding centre of it all was Aby, dancing out his ‘rites of orientation’. Michaud 

writes of the ‘imaginary threads’ binding Aby ‘to each group of works’ so that ‘at any moment one 

could guess, depending on the distance between them, his interest in the material they covered’35. 

Bing describes Aby’s ‘acute sense of the consequences of every given course of action’. Saxl 

remarks on having often seen him ‘tired and distressed bent over his boxes with a packet of index 

cards, trying to find for each one the best place within the system’. He is said to have been so 

31 Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.9

32 Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.9

33 Fritz Saxl, in Philippe-Alain Michaud, Aby Warburg p.230).  Bing puts it more prosaically as that the Library, as shelved by Warburg, contained not 
only the materials, but also numerous suggestions for research, and that during the process of institutionalization it was recognised as important that 
these should not be broken up. Consider also Saxl’s formulation of “the law of the good neighbour”, another of his faithful Warburgian distillations, 
according to which even the titles of books placed well next to one another ought to give the reader an idea of the overall “picture” (of Bing’s 
“mosaic”), as well as instantiating those innumerable connections/questions which Warburg had made/formulated, but which yet remained to be 
committed in writing (or some other form).

34 This impression was only ‘confirmed and intensified’ for Cassirer upon his further immersion into the library’s ‘rich contents’. Ernst Cassirer, his 
funeral oration for Aby Warburg, in Philippe-Alain Michaud, p.230).

35 Philippe-Alain Michaud, p.235).



“attached” to the systematic placement of even the most mundane material accoutrements of his 

practice within the microcosmos of his study that the movement of any  such object  on his work 

table (the sealing wax, e.g. or the thin paper strips he habitually preferred to use as bookmarks) by 

another hand could send him into such a violent rage, it was as if ‘on an astrological plane the 

constellations had been modified’.36  Of Aby’s published writings, however, Gertrude Bing writes 

that 

[They] stand in no relation to the bulk of materials which he passed in review, the number 
of documents of which he took notice, the range of subjects into which he made inroads. 
All over his writings there are traces of wreckage: projects not carried out, promises of 
articles never written, and ideas which were never developed. ...many of his writings are 
nothing but summaries of occasional lectures .37  

Indeed how should Aby find time for writing text with words, one after another, once had embarked 

upon the “writing” of his Library with books? Composing a meta-text, a text of texts-re-texts38? 

Inscribing invisible connections by  merely  by  book placement and his exquisite use of the card 

index, Aby was pioneering manual techniques of non-linear composition to create potentially 

navigable, open-networked bodies of knowledge, which, while they may  later also have been 

anticipated by the visionary  likes of Vannevar Bush’s 1945 hypothetical Memex device39, by which 

it is said our contemporary hypertext was at least partially inspired, would not become 

commonplace for more than half a century. At the time, therefore, the handiest and most proximate 

metaphors and analogies for Aby’s contemporaries to invoke his multi-dimensional practice were 

those of collage, montage, mosaic, and magic. 

36 Carl Georg Heise, Persönliche Erinnerungen an Aby Warburg New York, 1947, p.50 (in Philippe-Alain Michaud, p.236). 

37 Gertrude Bing, A.M. Warburg, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, Vol. 28, The Warburg Institute, 1965 p.302

38 And, of course, of/re images, cf. Aby’s Mnemosyne Atlas 

39 In his 1945 article for Atlantic Monthly entitled As We May Think, Bush imagined an electromechanical device he called the Memex, 

which would enable procedures of archiving and retrieval similar to those made possible by hyperlinks, and hypertext



As Philippe-Alain Michaud describes very well, Aby Warburg not only recognised, but actively 

sought to cultivate a certain kind of connection between his own person and the Library, which 

might best be understood in his own terms of ‘incorporation’, and ‘corporeal annexation’40. These 

for Aby were the first and third of four modes of a ‘principle of identification between the subject 

and its Umwelt’, such he understood to be observed in relation to the Pueblo Indian’s kiva, or 

devotional chamber, by the ritual participant. According to Michaud, Aby was seeking to reproduce 

the conditions for ‘a type of thought that espoused the movements of intuition, allowing itself to be 

decoded according to its rhythms, a thought inseparable from the body and the encounters affecting 

it’. To this end, the house in Hamburg had been organised along Pueblo Indian lines, so that the 

living quarters were on the upper floors, and the lower floors, where the kiva would be, were Aby’s 

working area. Aby’s recognition of a mutual openness of affect, as a kind of sympathetic magic 

between himself and the Library is evident in this letter in which, I suspect at once joking and 

serious, Aby informs his brother Paul ‘I bought  516 books last year…I have also grown at least 516 

grey hairs…and if things go on at that speed…I shall acquire at least another 500 grey hairs (i.e., 

books)’.41 However in an introductory section to his Unpublished Notes for the Kreuzlingen Lecture 

on the Serpent Ritual (1923) now regards his attempts at corporeal identification as a Holzweg, that 

is a wrong path, a dead end, a diversion, and ultimately as that which brought his “illness” upon 

him’, ultimately resulting in his being committed to the sanatorium at Kreuzlingen.

I do not want my presentation of the images from the life of the Pueblo Indians in North 
America, on April 21, 1923, in Kreuzlingen, Bellevue, to be taken in any way as [the] 
“results”…of a supposedly superior knowledge of science, but rather as the desperate 
confessions of someone seeking redemption from a state in which his attempt at spiritual 
elevation has been arrested by/in/ the compulsion to be connected through a real or 
imaginary incorporation. …I also do not want the slightest  trace of blasphemous 
pseudoscience to be found in this comparative search for the eternally constant 
Indianness in the helpless human soul. 42 

40 in Michaud p.232

41 In Philippe-Alain Michaud, p.233, as cited by Gombrich in his Aby Warburg—An Intellectual Biography, p.138 (no date for the letter is given).

42 in Michaud p. 296



Despite Aby’s confinement at Kreuzlingen, ever true, Fritz Saxl facilitated his continuing research, 

visiting him regularly in the faithful expectation and active encouragement of Aby’s return to health 

and to the Library. Saxl’s faith was rewarded when, despite his having being diagnosed an 

‘incurable schizoid’ by Ludwig Binswanger, Aby  returned from his occultation at Kreuzlingen in 

much the same way 43 as Baron von Munchausen pulled himself and his horse from a bog, i.e., by 

hauling on his own pigtail. In Aby’s case, he secured Binswanger’s agreement that if he, Aby could 

give a lecture, then he would be considered cured, or at least not incurable. The now famous serpent 

ritual lecture (and with it Aby himself) were thus delivered at the sanatorium. Thus with his 

‘confession of an incurable schizoid’ safely ‘deposited into the archive of the doctors of the soul’,44 

in 1924 Aby was free to return to Hamburg to enjoy the last, four fruitful years of his life and 

research, which he famously likened to ‘haymaking in a thunderstorm’45. 

To this day, the Library is organized on Warburgian principles, as distilled by Fritz Saxl, in order to 

best aid (primarily though not exclusively) Warburgian research. Thus from the top down,  the four 

floors are dedicated to:

ACTION
ORIENTATION

IMAGE
WORD

...And in the basement, 

PERIODICALS.

43 As is said by Gertrude Bing to have been remarked at the time by those who knew him (in her Biographical Memoir of Fritz Saxl (Warburg 
Institute 1948, reprinted in 1998 upon the 50th anniversary of his death)

44 Warburg, in an introductory section to his unpublished notes for the lecture at Kreuzlingen in Michaud p.297. 

45 This almost legendary quotation may be found in Bing’s FRITZ SAXL



The categories of Action, Orientation, Word, Image, constitute the main divisions of the 
Warburg Institute Library and encapsulate its aim: to study  the survival and 
transformation of ancient patterns in social customs and political institutions (Action, 4th 
floor); the gradual transition, in Western thought, from magical beliefs to religion, science 
and philosophy (Orientation, 4th & 3rd floor); the persistence of motifs and forms in 
Western languages and literatures (Word, 2nd floor) and the tenacity of symbols and 
images in European art and architecture (Image, 1st floor). 46

As one might expect, these thematic areas are further defined, so that ACTION includes Political 

and Cultural History; ORIENTATION, Religion, Science, and Philosophy; WORD, Language and 

Literature and Transmission of Classical Literature, and IMAGE Pre-Classical to Modern Art. 

These are the present, first-level definitions, given on the website, and of course each of these 

sections contains many more. I came across an old printed catalogue pamphlet in which Magic and 

Science were twinned as a kind of dual category. Nowadays, however, you have to click through 

one more layer of detail to discover that along Zoology, Botany, Pharmacy, Alchemy, Chemistry, 

History of Medicine, Mathematics, Cosmology, Geography, Astrology & Astronomy, Sorcery, 

Freemasonry, Rosicrucianism, Prophecy, Divination, and Games, Magic is now listed under 

Science. It’s an interesting change, and one which, especially in a Library whose founder is known 

to have agonised over the placement of a single index card amongst others and whose formal 

cataloguing has subsequently  been undertaken in so serious and singular a fashion, may potentially 

have a great deal read into it. Bottom line is, though, that if you didn’t go beyond the first screen of 

the online catalogue, you simply wouldn’t know that it was there, and while I am not suggesting for 

a moment that this is a deliberate obscuration, it may  nonetheless serve to protect the Institute from 

the personal attentions of those numerous dedicated but perhaps less than rigorous, if not to say 

cranky souls who nurture a superficial attraction to magical literature47.

Not that Aby himself, whose singular scholarly and archival practices must surely be amongst some 

of the most exquisitely  rigorous and exacting ever documented, was any stranger to what Bing 

46 http://warburg.sas.ac.uk/mnemosyne/entrance.htm

47 For a fictional exposition of this phenomenon please see Umberto Eco’s novel Foucault’s Pendulum



describes as ‘those regions of the mind where “magic and logic flower on one stem”’, as reflected 

in the contents of his library.48 Nor was his charting of the ‘survival’ and ‘restoration of antiquity’49 

any sort of celebratory  progress narrative; far from it. Rather, for Aby, who we find referring with 

some ambivalence to ‘that period of international migration of images which – a little too 

mystically – we refer to as the Renaissance’50, “progress” as such involved a deal of loss. Speaking 

personally – in accordance with the following passage in which it seems to me that what is 

condemned as retarding is not irrationality per se, but rather the blindness of orthodoxy – I am all 

for crankiness with rigour.

The Emblem of the Warburg Institute

The emblem, which appears above the door of the Institute and on all its publications51, is taken 

from a woodcut in the edition of the De natura rerum of Isidore of Seville (560-636) printed at 

Augsburg in 1472. In that work it  accompanies a quotation from the Hexameron of St Ambrose 

(III.iv.18) describing the interrelation of the four elements of which the world is made, with their 

two pairs of opposing qualities: hot and cold, moist and dry. Earth is linked to water by the 

common quality of coldness, water to air by  the quality  of moisture, air to fire by heat, and fire to 

earth by  dryness. Following a doctrine that can be traced back to Hippocratic physiology, the 

tetragram adds the four seasons of the year and the four humours of man to complete the image 

of cosmic harmonies that both inspired and retarded the further search for natural laws. 52

 In the centre, standing in for me, us, I, one, is written:

48 ‘He saw the documentary value of books generally not thought worth collecting except as freaks or rarities, such as almanacs, geomantic treatises, 
astrological penny pamphlets, descriptions of festivals or fortune-telling books. If precious or unique books were among them, as happened not 
infrequently, they were not kept separate but were given their place in a historical context. He was not afraid to count postage stamps as emblems, to 
range games of chance with techniques of prognostication, or to link superstition with philosophy’. Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.9

49 Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.5

50 Bing, FRITZ SAXL p.5. Bing does not cite her sources

51Also their T-shirts, book-bags and bone china mugs

52 http://warburg.sas.ac.uk/emblem.htm 



MUNDUS
ANNUS
HOMO

The tetragram also forms the Library’s online entrance at the time of writing, with each of the four 

thematic sections/floors of the Library  assigned to one of the four cardinal points so that ACTION 

corresponds to fire (IGNIS), ORIENTATION to air (AER), WORD to water (AQUA), and IMAGE 

to earth (TERRA), while the continuous lines indicate the qualitative interconnections between these 

themes. 

PERIODICALS, of course is not a category  like all the others. The basement floor smells 

wonderfully  of printing ink and old paper, not musty  exactly, but seasoned and treated, like waxed 

Barbour jackets and brown paper bags. The stacks are mounted on rails with bright red winding 

handles; red for danger, as the signs, which add an absurd and yet very  real edge of danger, 

announce:

!
ALWAYS CHECK

THAT NO ONE
WILL BE

SQUASHED
BEFORE MOVING

THE ROLLING
STACKS

It’s not so much that the publications take up too much space, as the space for people to stand in. 

Turn a handle, and a row of shelves almost the room’s width trundles majestically toward its 

neighbour; opening one area of L-space is to annihilate another. The best desks in PERIODICALS 

face onto an enclosed, gravelled courtyard, populated entirely by benches, bicycles, and winsome 



juvenile silver birch53. Here and there on the desks in PERIODICALS, you will find plastic trays of 

reshelving cards, as on every floor. Even formalized, the shelving system is still so complicated and 

sensitive that readers are exhorted not to replace books themselves under any circumstance—once 

the book is down, it stays down, until rehoused by the hand of a qualified Warburg Librarian. The 

other thing about PERIODICALS is that for me it has the sentimental distinction of being the first 

place within the Warburg in which I found my over-excitable self able to sit, stay and even read for 

a couple of hours. The upper floors of the Institute may be brighter, and more populated, and there 

is far less chance of being crushed to death in the normal course of your research, but as it occurs to 

me just now that according to the Hopi model, the PERIODICALS basement is by rights the 

Institute’s kiva, then just for now it pleases me to imagine that that’s why I first gravitated to it.54 

Which brings me, in a roundabout way, to my own confession, though I have been avoiding it, 

which is that quite aside from the real possibility of being eaten by the rolling stacks, I have always 

been a bit scared of the Warburg Library. Perhaps, just a little, of its magical contents and those 

kinds of readers; but even though I did have a bad experience with a magician when I was a child, I 

have to say that the bright-eyed, white-haired receptionist who pairs his Siegfried and Roy T-shirt 

with a fanny pack is one of my all-time Warburg highlights. Then there’s the nagging, irrational fear 

of discovery as an “impostor” that I understand is common to scholarship/bootstrap kids like me, 

but I’m kind of used to that as a constant background in exalted places, something like a light, 

psychical tinnitus, so I don’t think that it can be just that.   Then again, although I do not have the 

classical education to have understood it upon first acquaintance55, perhaps my companionable 

insecurities may have been amplified by some emanation from the ancient inscription above the 

door to the reading room. First discovered in Pompeii, and recorded in volume IV of the Corpus 

Inscriptionum Latinarum, it reads: ’OTIOSIS HIC LOCUS NON EST. DISCEDE MORATOR’, i.e., 

‘THIS IS NO PLACE FOR IDLE PEOPLE. NO LOITERING’. So, no, this is not exactly an 

53Deciduous, like the Larch. 

54 Such vanities sweeten the life of the mind. So don’t judge until you have walked at least a mile in my glasses. And cardigan.

55 At this point in the text the piteous bowing and scraping of tiny violins becomes faintly audible



inclusive library, and by ancient implication never has been; certainly no place for napping, 

drooling, or pouring orange juice into books, and not for such speculative chatter, either, as we are 

reminded by the inscription inside the reading room, from Horace, Odes III.2.25-656: EST ET 

FIDELI TUTA SILENTIO/ MERCES, ‘THERE IS A SURE REWARD, TOO, FOR TRUSTY 

SILENCE’.57 

56 Warburg Institute Newsletter no. 15, summer 2004

57 Here too even the tiny violins, which have been sawing their way towards a whiny crescendo suddenly-


